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FOREWARD
District Governor – James Wilcox
Twenty years of doing good
Congratulations to the Rotary Club of Salamanca for the 20 years of contribution you have made to
improving communities, both at home and abroad.
The mission of Rotary International is to provide service to others, to promote integrity, to advance
world understanding, goodwill, and peace.
Your members, including those that have come and gone in those 20 years, have served the
community extremely well through a wide range of programs that reach across all avenues of
service.
In its formative years your Club had a stated emphasis on supporting Rotary initiated youth
programs such as Model United Nations Assembly, Rotary Youth Exchange and Group Study
Exchange. It is pleasing to see that you continue to support those programs and have extended your
involvement to others in your 20th year.
Within your local community you continue to support Louis Van, have funded Street Swags for
people sleeping rough and have provided a decade of service to Southern Cross Homes.
Your contribution to international projects has been extensive with support in the early years for the
Hand Surgery Scholarship (championed by past honorary member Miki Pohl) and in recent years for
the Model Towns projects in Fiji.
Your Club has also been strong supporters or of our Rotary funds with contributions to Australian
Rotary Health, The Rotary Foundation and the PolioPlus eradication program.
Your club website describes you as “… a social, diverse, "hands on" club with a focus on participation
…” and invites interest by stating that “being part of the Salamanca Rotary Club is a great way to be
active in your community but also make a difference on a global scale.”
You are clearly a club who participates, a club that is active and a club that makes a difference.
Congratulations on your achievements over the past 20 years.
Serving Local and International Communities …

Rotary Tasmania Bushfire
Appeal January 2013

Rotahomes Project, Koroipita
Village, Fiji June 2012
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End Polio Day
26 February 2011.
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President – Wilmar Bouman
It is a great privilege to be President of the Salamanca Rotary Club as we reach the milestone of 20
years of service to the Community and to the wider world. I am sure that you would all agree with
me that we are so fortunate to belong to a great organisation such as Rotary, and especially to our
own Club, the Rotary Club of Salamanca.
You must all be proud that during our 20 years we have been able to do so much, working together
at all sorts of projects, enabling us to give money to other organisations, assist in emergencies such
as fire and flood, and supporting the exchange programs offered by Rotary. Some of these programs
have helped us forge lifelong friendships, and at the same time increased the camaraderie in our
own club and district.
I would like to thank you, all club members past and present, for your support, and I ask you to join
with me in wishing the club great things for another 20 years of service in the name of Rotary.
… Fellowship and Fun!

Coles Bay Weekend, October 2009

Christmas Meeting, 2011

Melbourne Cup Breakfast,
November 2011
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INTRODUCTION
The Rotary Club of Salamanca was granted its charter on 12 May 1993. The founding fathers were
Past President Denis Donovan and Chris Webster (North Hobart Rotary). The club started off with 24
Charter Members recruited from Hobart’s business and professional people with equal numbers of
men and women. The very foundation of this new club recognised the contribution made by both
men and women to the ideals of Rotary. Ten years later, the club had some forty members and six
honorary members. Past President Irene Gray put together a celebratory ten year report for the
Club’s tenth birthday in May 2003.
Since then, another ten years have passed and the Rotary Club of Salamanca now proudly celebrates
twenty years of service to the community and those in need throughout the world. This report
covers these last ten years.
The Club remains vibrant and strong. Membership continues to be around the forty mark, with the
gender balance not quite ‘balanced’. Currently, the proportion of women members is approaching
60%. We have nine honorary members. Recently a celebration was held to celebrate and
acknowledge Tony Colman’s 40 years of Service to Rotary. Around 16 members have been involved
in District 9830 duties with some members performing multiple district level duties over the years.
Members of the Club have indeed risen to the challenge of making the Rotary Club of Salamanca a
place for service to the community, fellowship and fun. Of the 24 Charter members, three have
remained active and valuable members of the Club. The full list of members, past and present, is
attached in Appendix 1.

Charter Member – Barry Cruise
It has been a privilege and an honour to be a charter member of the Rotary Club of Salamanca. I
have always found the club to be a wonderful environment to a part of - one where I not only made
good friends but also was able to help the local and International communities. I am therefore a
little bit amazed that only 3 Charter Members remain in the Club today. However the club seems to
go from strength to strength which is reflected in the current membership, which is continuing to
grow.
There are many reasons as to why I have remained a member:
 Mixed gender club – I think it is very healthy to be part of mixed gender club. Those clubs
which have not pursued mixed gender clubs do not know what they are missing out on
 Breakfast meetings
 Active membership i.e. members who are more than willing to volunteer for the various
fund raising activities. I would struggle to identify any “knife and forkers” i.e. members who
do not contribute to club activities.
 Social activities – This has been a very big plus in deciding to remain a member over the
years. The club has always attracted people who are caring and who wish to contribute to
making the world a better place in which to live.
 Friendships – I have made some wonderful friends over the years.
Sadly, Barry Cruise passed away on 3rd May 2013. We remember his friendship and recognise his
significant contribution to our club, he will be greatly missed.
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Charter Member – Wolf Ebert
SALAMANCA: The Beginning
Once upon a time in a Galaxy far, far away, in fact in 1987 in the Supreme Court of USA by a ruling of
7-0, Rotary International lost its right to bar women as members.
From the Chicago Tribune:
"For years they've been explaining so earnestly that they couldn't allow women to become members
of Rotary and attend luncheon meetings because their wives would be upset and their marriages
might be wrecked".
This of course also affected other men-only clubs such as Lions and Jaycees around the world.
Meanwhile, back in Hobart at the end of 1992, decisions needed to be made within the Rotary Club
of North Hobart. As I understand it there were many members who felt most uncomfortable about
the concept of women joining but had no objections in sponsoring another, “mixed gender” club.
And so it was that by early 1993 a dozen or so personally invited women and men who knew little
about Rotary met for the first time in Jellies Cafe on the ground floor of the Travelodge Roundabout
Motel for a first breakfast Meeting.
The Rotary leaders from North Hobart who addressed this group were Chris Webster and Denis
Donovan. We were told all about the philosophy and activities of Rotary: that it was a world-wide,
non-political and non-religious community organization. In turn we were able to ask what the
essentials of a Club were. As a new Club, we were keen not to carry over baggage in the form of
'Tradition'. A benchmark question was 'Could you experience this at a Club anywhere else in the
world?’ A Rotary Club in a different culture to ours for example.
This meant we do not have a picture of the Queen up anywhere. We do not say Grace or prayers.
We do not sing songs, even the national anthem.
We had a slight hiccup in the early years when, still sensitive about our status in the larger Rotary
network the idea was floated that we have alternating Presidents from year to year male/female/male/female etc. After some passionate discussion within the Club it was agreed that
this would in fact focus on gender, not ability. Gender has never been an issue again.
By May we had moved to Mures Upper Deck Restaurant for our meetings and had acquired the
minimum numbers of members (20) to be chartered as a Club. Each of those Charter Members has
their name inscribed in our Club Bell.
We continued our breakfast meetings at Mures for several years being delighted (or not) with the
various fish dishes that were presented. Eventually were forced to look for an alternative venue as it
was not in Mures business interests to bring a cook and wait staff in every Tuesday just for our Club.
We tried a couple of Cafes in Salamanca before the opportunity arose to have a permanent booking
at the Elizabeth Function Centre.
And so here we are, now twenty years down the track. The Rotary Club of Salamanca continues to
be vibrant, passionate and active with above average membership and a gender balance that has
remained largely unchanged. We have had fun giving back to our community and ‘making a
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difference’ in the many and varied projects. We help both the disadvantaged and the gifted young
leaders of tomorrow. We raise funds in times of disaster and we physically help people build new
lives in Fiji.
To me this mixed gender Club recognizes that diversity enriches a community. Rotary finally was able
to attract (in our Club) members who not only tolerated gender, cultural, socio-economic, sexual and
religious diversity but welcome it as the basis for a more relevant contribution to our society. I am
very proud to have been part of the journey.

Charter Members David Wallace and Barry Cruise
with the ‘Birthday’ Cake for the Club’s 18th
Anniversary, May 2011

Charter Member Wolf Ebert Launching the Club’s Website,
April 2012
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HIGHLIGHTS
In completing another ten years of Service above Self, members have also enjoyed wonderful
fellowship and had some fun along the way. It is impossible to relate all that has been achieved. The
Annual Reports lay testimony to that. This celebratory report hopes to focus on just some of the
highlights from the last ten years.

Avenues of Service
Club Service
Club Service has focused on strengthening fellowship and ensuring the effective functioning of the
club. Our weekly breakfast meetings are held at what must be the best location in Hobart – right on
the waterfront at Salamanca. Over breakfast we have listened to many varied and interesting
speakers some of whom have later become members. Other informative talks have led to Club
support and/or involvement e.g. A talk from a representative from ‘Freedom Wheels’- a project that
provides customised bicycles for disabled children- led to the Club donating money to this worthy
project. Presentations from Club members have included reports from projects and events,
vocations and travel. We have learnt more about our own club members through ‘thumb nail
sketches’. Members are kept informed via the weekly bulletin which is also posted on the web.

Guest Speakers have included representatives (left to right) from Veolia
Environmental Services, Freedom wheels; and club members

Fellowship has been enjoyed though fireside meetings, theatre nights, weekends away, family
picnics, barbecues and even some bushwalks. Partners and families have joined us whenever
possible. Weekends away have been to Coles Bay, Stewarts Bay, Great Lake, Bronte and White
Sands. We have walked to Cape Hauy, Crescent Bay and Mt Brown. We have climbed St Patrick’s
Head and Mt Nelson and completed the Wineglass Bay Circuit.
In true Aussi tradition, each year we have had a special Melbourne Cup Breakfast. What have
passers-by thought of ‘Rotarians’ racing on their make-believe horses along the waterfront? In some
cases, skirts held high, winning at all costs? Being unable to wait for the real race, we had phantom
race calls by Colin McNiff.
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A debate with the Rotary Club of Moonah has become an annual event. Topics such ‘To Bra or not to
Bra’, ‘Sex is better than Sport’ and ‘Tasmania and Victoria should become One State’ have been
rigorously (and hilariously) debated.
A relationship has also developed with the Rotary Club of Noosa Heads. Several fellowship exchange
visits have taken place in Hobart and in Noosa. In February 2013, visiting Rotarians from the Noosa
Club, presented the Rotary Club of Salamanca with a cheque for $7000 for the Rotary Tasmanian
Bushfire Relief Appeal. They had raised the money especially for the Tasmania Appeal.
Christmas has always been a special time. Who can forget those special breakfasts cruising down the
Derwent River on the Cartila? For several years, Christmas Breakfast was a barbecue on the roof
garden at Ronald MacDonald House. Families staying there were invited to join us and we had
special gifts for the children. Santa Claus has also been unforgettable in his suit that never fits and
sometimes hasn’t lasted the distance without an embarrassing split!

Clockwise from top left: Bushwalks and Weekends away (2011 & 2012), Christmas Breakfast
at Ronald MacDonald House (2009), trying on the new club uniform (2010), Melbourne Cup
Breakfast (2012); Centre: the 2012 winning debating team

Club publicity is possibly not our greatest strength probably because we don’t take ourselves too
seriously and just get on with doing things. However we do wear our uniform – maroon polo shirts
and hats embroidered with the appropriate Rotary logo. In 2011, our web page was launched:
rotarysalamanca.com. During 2011/2012 a Club DIY project produced a new look banner with a new
logo designed by Stephen Walker. The design reflects the atmosphere of Salamanca.
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We have a Club flyer, pop up banners and a sandwich board displaying donations made to charities.
In February 2012, the Club joined in Rotary’s Biggest Barbecue on Parliament House lawns to
promote awareness of Rotary. One morning, the ABC Radio breakfast show was presented from our
breakfast meeting. This was a great plug for the Rotary Club of Salamanca.
Fund raising
Nearly all our fellowship activities have also raised some money. However, many of our activities
have deliberately combined fellowship and fund raising. Each meeting rather enthusiastic Sergeants
have extracted any loose change we may have had through fines and ‘heads and tails’. Guess who’s
Coming to Dinner (GWCTD) is very popular. A host puts on a meal. Guests buy tickets. Only the
organiser knows who the host is and who the guests are – until the event of course.
‘One rather lovable hostess decided to play a trick on her unsuspecting guests. As each guest
arrived, she opened the door in her dressing gown with her hair in rollers claiming no
knowledge of the event. After such and embarrassing start, fun was had by all.’
‘On another occasion, spray jackets needed to be worn as the dining room was transformed
into a sailing boat and as the evening progressed, guests were subjected to water spray!’
Mostly though, GWCTD is an enjoyable event needing no bravery medal to attend. It has been
proven that the Club has some very excellent chefs.
For eight years, Gill Whitehouse led a weekly fitball session. Many members and friends enjoyed
raising money while keeping fit. Amongst other things, fitball money was used to buy a wheel chair
for China and mosquito nets for the anti-malaria campaign.
Combined meetings with other clubs, like the debates with the Moonah Club, have often raised
money too. In 2011/12, a combined meeting with City Central at Lawrenny Court, fun and games
raised money for the African Hunger Appeal. Another combined meeting with North Hobart at the
historic National Trust Property ‘Lyndhurst’ raised money for the Australian Rotary Health (Hat Day).
Over the years, the Rotary Club of Salamanca has raised money through many different activities
such as quiz nights, Knight of Nights Ball, garage sale, Diabetes Ball, Champagne in the Gardens at
Corinda, parcel wrapping in the Mall and the odd fashion parade. Car parking at the Sandy Bay
Regatta has become an annual event. The Five Cent Coin Collection Project has now been in place
since 2010.
By far the main stay of our fundraising has become catering. Liz Colman kindly put us through our
paces to get our Food Handling Certificates and trained us to make quality scones. Each year we
cater for the Hobart City Floral Art Shows. The purchase of a new Rotary Catering Trailer has proven
to be an absolute gem. We have taken up opportunities to do sausage sizzles outside stores, for the
NAB, for the Reserve Forces Day and at Tasmania Day celebrations. The Club has had a food stall at
the Falls Festival, the Wooden Boat Festival and AA lord Homes West Hobart Heritage Day. We have
catered for special functions such as Human Rights Week and Tasmanian Micro Brew Fest.
Over the last ten years we have made donations or provided financial support to numerous charities
and projects totally over $166,000. See Appendix 2 for details.
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Fundraising Activities
Top row: Guess Whos Coming to Dinner (2010), Parcel wrapping in the Mall (2012); Bottom row:
Catering duties - Wooden Boat Festival (2011), Native Flora Show (2010), West Hobart Heritage Day (2011)

Community Service
Projects and activities undertaken by the Rotary Club of Salamanca demonstrate the Club has strived
to serve the community and to improve life in the community. Many of the fund raising activities
have also been service to the Community e.g. parcel wrapping and catering for the flower shows and
community events.
The club has built a strong relationship with AA Lord Homes. Projects over the years have included
landscaping, building raised garden beds, erecting a shelter over the barbecue area and laying
pavers in the patio area. Members have also supported their annual concerts and art shows, become
shopping buddies and provided a sausage sizzle for the AA lord Homes West Hobart Heritage Day.
Since 2006, every week some Rotary members undertake a hydrotherapy exercise program for
residents called Water Striders. A close relationship has developed between the Rotary volunteers
and the elderly participants. Participants have reported benefits such as reduced aches and pains,
more mobility, improved balance and more confidence in the water. They also have much fun and
enjoyment while exercising. One of the newer participants says before she joined the group, she was
just staying at home, depressed and feeling sorry for herself. She now feels happier, has fewer aches
and pains and is more agile. She too has made new friends.
The Cancer Council has been supported through participation in Relay for Life held each year, sale of
bandanas and Daffodils Day merchandise. Money was raised for breast cancer support and catering
was done for the Cancer Council Gala Ball.
Once a month since 2005, members have helped out on Louis Van run by St Vincent de Paul.
Members prepare the food, load up the van. The food and drinks are then distributed to those in
need at two locations: in Glenorchy and Hobart. Other members make and donate soup to the
program.
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Ronald MacDonald House has been another worthy recipient of our support. Funds have been
provided for such things as carpet cleaning and ingredients for meals cooked by students from
Collegiate for the families in residence. In 2006/07 funds were donated to buy a shredder, laminator
and roster through a District Simplified Grant. As mentioned previously, Christmas barbecue
breakfasts have been held there and gifts or a hamper were donated by the Club.
In October 2009, a team of three members travelled to Victoria to assist in the Bushfire
Reconstruction Program. They were based in the Tarralgon area and spent the week planting trees,
clearing debris from a burnt down chook run, digging holes ready for new building foundations and
building a structure ready for roofing to provide shelter.
Numerous other causes have been supported such as Bowel scan, a bus shelter for the Royal
Botanical Gardens and the Claremont College ESL (English as a Second Language) class –picture
dictionaries were supplied for use by students’ families. These dictionaries are valuable aids for
communication and family integration.

Community Service
Top row: Louis Van (2011), Water Striders (2008); Bottom row: Victorian Bushfire Reconstruction Program (2009),
Relay for Life (2012), thankyou card from the Claremont College ESL (English as a Second Language) students (2010)

Vocational Service
Vocational service encourages Rotarians to serve others through their vocations and to practice high
ethical standards. Members and other guest speakers have talked about their vocations. All
members participate in the wide range of Club activities and programs each bringing to the task their
own skills and experiences. In addition we strive to learn more through vocational visits. These are
popular with members and have included visits to an optical lens laboratory, Forensic science lab,
display homes, Henry Jones Art Hotel, Huon Veneer Mill, Hobart Rivulet, Lark distillery, Bruny Island
Cheese, Hobart Synagogue, Mt Canopus Observatory, Graham Family Funerals and MONA.
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A real highlight of the Rotary year is the presentation of Vocational Awards. These have included the
Minister for Health, Lara Giddings presenting awards to health professionals and the Hon Lyn Thorp
presenting awards to foster carers – a group of people often over looked. Other recipients have
been teachers, aged care workers, the Resource Work Cooperative Waste Minimisation Program,
counsellors at the Phoenix Centre and workers in the hospitality industry.

Vocational awards; and Vocational visits to the Tasmanian Transport Museum (2010) and a veneer mill (2008)

International Service
International Service encompasses actions taken to expand Rotary’s humanitarian reach around the
globe and to promote world understanding and peace. One Rotary program that does this is Group
Study Exchange (GSE), a short term cultural and vocational exchange program between districts in
different countries for non-Rotarian professionals. The Rotary Club of Salamanca has participated in,
and hosted GSE teams from Sweden, Denmark, Mexico, Devon, North Dakota/Ontario and Italy. The
Club has assisted in supporting out-going teams to Japan and north Dakota/Ontario.
Melissa Carlton in 2005/06 was Salamanca’s participant in the team which went to Texas and in
2004/05 Alison Greenwood in the team that went to Wisconsin. On their return, both participants
gave excellent presentations to the Club on their experiences. Alison is now a member of the Rotary
Club of Salamanca and Melissa belongs to the Tamar Sunrise Club.
In addition to Cecilia Lawler leading a GSE team to Scotland in 2002, Wolf Ebert took a team to Brazil
in 2007, Gill Whitehouse led a team to France in 2010, and Andrew Gray is taking a team to Italy in
2013.

Group Study Exchange
Left: Former GSE Leaders, Cecilia Lawler (Scotland 2002), Gill Whitehouse (France 2010),
Wolf Ebert (Brazil 2007) with the 2012 outgoing team members, Julia Baxter and
George Smith sponsored by the club and going to District 5580 Ontario/North Dakota.
Right: Presentation by the 2012 incoming GSE team from District 5580 Ontario/North Dakota
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The Club has also been involved in Rotary Friendship Exchange, a program where groups or
individuals visit other countries learning firsthand about other cultures. During the last ten years we
have hosted people from the Philippines and Colorado. We have also been hosts to two special
groups: the International Fellowship of Motorcycling Rotarians and the International Fellowship of
Cricketing Rotarians. Three club members were part of the local cricket team to take on the visitors.
Unfortunately, the locals lost!
In 2012, seven members and partners together with 30 other Tasmanian Rotarians and partners
enjoyed a Rotary Friendship Mission to China. The mission visited some amazing places and saw
some wonderful scenery. In their travels they gained knowledge of China today and enjoyed
wonderful fellowship.
Ambassadorial Scholarships send university students aboard to further their studies and be
ambassadors of goodwill. In 2006, Mayo Kajitani was District 9830’s Ambassadorial Scholar from
Japan. Mayo was sponsored by the Tokyo Fussa Club and the Rotary Club of Salamanca was her host
club in Tasmania. Mayo successfully studied for a Master of Environmental Management. She
became a very popular and regular visitor to the Club. After completing her studies, Mayo stayed in
Tasmania for five years working for Forestry Tasmania.
Since 2005, the Rotary Club of Salamanca has generously supported the Rotary Australia World
Community Service (RAWCS) – Fiji – Model Towns Project. (Formally it was called Rotahomes).
Except for a hiccup in the program due to political issues in 2007, each year a team form Salamanca
has gone to Fiji to assist with building homes for the needy. These homes now form the town of
Koroipita. Teams have been made up of Rotarians and, in many cases, their partners. This project
has been the brainchild of Peter Drysdale from the Rotary Club of Lautoka. In 2011, Peter Drysdale
was made an Honorary Member of the Rotary Club of Salamanca. In recent years, Tom Goninon and
his wife Marilyn have been spending 2-3 months each year on the project. Tom has been Site
Supervisor while Marilyn has worked with the Koroipita women and lent a hand with whatever has
needed to be done.

Teams Overseas
Left: Salamancan members of the Rotary Tasmania Friendship Mission to China (2012)
Right: The latest (2012) of several Salamanca teams of Rotary Australia Community Service (RAWCS)
volunteers to work the Model Towns Project, Koroipita village, Fiji
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In 2012, the Club sponsored a year 12 student, Sharni Brown to join the team going to Fiji. Sharni
was the top graduate of the YouthBuild Program and a current VET construction student at
Claremont College. Another bonus for that year was the inclusion on the team of Lou and Barry
Duggan (Builder and Past President of the HIA). For Sharni, the experience was very beneficial and
life changing. As a result of her participation, she secured a ‘work experience’ placement with Barry
and Lou at Alchera Builders. As for Barry and Lou, since their return from Fiji, through their
relationship with Kemp and Denning (K&D) and passion for the project, K&D have donated over
$7000 worth of building materials. These materials will arrive in Fiji in time to be used during the
2013 building season.
The Club has also supported other humanitarian actions such as
 Financial support to the Rainbow Children’s Project in Poland;
 Collected bras for Project Uplift (sending bras to Fiji); and
 Donated money to the Rotary Against Malaria, Shelter Box and Polio Plus projects.
The Rotary Club of Salamanca has responded to disasters and raised money for the earthquake in
Pakistan, Tsunami Appeal, Pakistan Flood Appeal and the earthquake in New Zealand. Di Stow and
her husband, Nick raised $US 5000 for Rotary’s End Polio Now by running in the New York marathon.
In 2004/05 the Club, in partnership with the Vietnamese Kitchen, sponsored a Vietnamese teenager
Kim Chi to have plastic surgery in Hobart.
New Generations
Through this avenue of service, the Rotary Club of Salamanca recognises the positive change
experienced by youth and young adults through leadership development activities, service projects
and exchange programs.
Our participation in the Youth Exchange Program has included hosting and/or shared hosting of the
following students: Lorenz Reinhart from Switzerland, Tiago Dallagana from Brazil, Santeri Kuivalaina
from Finland, and currently Raini Coutinho from Brazil. We saw for ourselves the positive impact on
Lorenz, Tiago and Santeri. They also left a lasting impact on the Club and the families they stayed
with. For example, Tiago enthusiastically attended Club meetings and social events and helped with
fund raising. He made a cabinet for the Club in which to store our banners – a useful and welcome
parting gift.
In exchange, Alexandra Pinkard went to Switzerland and Georgina Pullen to Germany. On their
return, these young people talked to the club about their experiences (both positive and negative),
and how they have matured and developed personally as a result.

Youth Exchange Program & Rotary Program of Enrichment (RYPEN)
Left to Right: Brazilian Youth Exchange Student Tiago with club members (2011), one of the activities at
RYPEN 2010, returned Youth Exchange Student, Georgina describes her experiences in Germany (2011)
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We have endeavoured, as a Rotary Club, to support and encourage youth and young adults in our
community by supporting Rotary Youth Programs. Each year, for a number of years, we have handed
out Students Awards. For example, last year, an award of $150 was handed out to two students
from Elizabeth College and one from Hobart College.
The Club organised and ran the Rotary Youth Enrichment Program (RYPEN) for the district for several
years as well as sponsoring students to attend each year.
Club members have also been involved in planning and running the Rotary Youth Driver Awareness
(RYDA) program. Other members have been presenters. Many members have joined the roster to
help with the smooth running of each day. This is a popular program and members attending see for
themselves the impact this program makes on the future drivers participating.
There are also a number of educational programs and experiences that the Club has supported by
identifying and sponsoring students to participate. These programs are run annually in Canberra or
Hobart. They include: Siemens Science Experience, National Youth Science Forum, Model United
Nations Assembly (MUNA) and the Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA). Members have also
been presenters at RYLA. In 2012, funding was given for students from Guilford Young College to
participate in the Hilary Challenge. This is an outdoor education project for students in years 10 to
12.

IN SUMMARY
Looking back over the years, the Rotary Club of Salamanca can be justifiably proud of what has been
achieved in serving others while having fun and enjoying great fellowship. The Club has not gone
unnoticed. The District Governor awarded the Rotary Club of Salamanca Club of the Year Award for
2008/2009. Last but not least, the Rotary Club of Salamanca sincerely thanks all the friends, family
members and partners who have joined in and helped us in our endeavours.

Ruth Temple-Smith
Jane Keble-Williams
Archive Officers, Rotary Club of Salamanca

Rotary Tasmania Club of the year award 2008-2009
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All photos are from the Rotary Club of Salamanca Digital Image Archive. With the exception of the
logos, and Louis Van photo (page 12, photographer unknown), they were taken for the club bulletin
and/or have come from club members’ collections, and those of fellow Rotarians.

Appendix 1
Rotary Club of Salamanca Club Membership – past and present
Surname
*Andrews
*Badcock
Baker
Barnett
Bartlett
Bedford
Beswick
Bevan-Flaherty
Bower
*Bouman
Buchan
Buchan
Buchanan
*Burton-Smith
Cameron-Tucker
Campbell
Carter
Cazaly
Christensen
Cooper
Collins
*Colman
Courcha
Craig
*Cruise
Crumpton-Cook
Daking
Denning
Donaldson
Donovan
*Dryden
*Ebert
Eiszele
Everett
Ellis
Ferrar
Flaherty
Forster

First name
Christine
Karen
Jan
David
Beth
Chris
Richard
Moira
Louise
Wilmar
Fiona
Robert
Vicki
Rosanne
Rodney
Andrew
John
Rick
Ros
Michael
Patrick
Tony
Les
Ben
Barry
Rosie
David
Phil
Carrie
Denis
John
Wolf
Jennifer
Rosemary
Chris
Connie
Mark
Sharon

Presidential year
2006/2007

PP, PHFS

CM

PHF, P
CM, HM, PP
CM
CM
PHF, PP

2012/2013
1993/1994

2010/2011

CM, PHF

HM
PHF, PP

2011/2012

CM, PHF, PP

1998/1999

CM

PHF, HM
CM, PHFS, HM

1996/1997

CM
PP
CM

1999/2000
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Surname
Fowler
*Gatty
Genders
*Goninon
*Graham
*Graham
*Gray
*Gray
Greenwald
*Greenwood
Gregory
Hardman
Harris
Harrison
Hibbard
Ho
*Hogan
*Holding
Holloway
Hove
Howard
Jackson
*Johnston
*Jones
Jones
Jordan
*Keble-Williams
Keene
*Lawler
Lipscombe
Lovell
*Lucas
*MacCana
*McGushin
McQueeney
Madden
Monghan
Mucha
*Nichols
Nin
Orr
*Palmer
*Parsons
Petz
Pohl
Polegaj

First name
Wendy
Jill
Lyn
Tom
Annie
James
Andrew
Irene
Dennis
Alison
Leone
Coral
Tania
David
Barry
Yan Mae
Bron
Marita
Graeme
Lynda
Debra
Stewart
Jennifer
Karen
Margaret
Mark
Jane
Ashton
Cecilia
Bruce
Malcolm
Michelle
Finian
Gerry
Steve
Barry
Maura
Christine
Elaine
Juan
Lyn
Anne
Cameron
Bea
Miki
Mike

Presidential year
PHF
PHFS
PHF
PP, SPHFS
PP, PHF
CM

2003/2004
2002/2003

CM, PP
CM, PHF, HM

1995/1996

PHF, PP
PP

2000/2001
2001/2002

PHF, PP

2007/2008

CM
PHF, PP

PHFS, PP

2008/2009

HM
CM
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Surname
Purcell
*Ralph
Reardon
Reidy
Remess
*Richardson
Russell
Sakell
Saunders
Savell
Schwartz
Scott
*Scott
*Sealy
Sexton
Sharples
Shipley
Skirving
*Stow
Stronach
Target
*Temple-Smith
*Temple-Smith
*Terry
Tilly
Vitale
*Wagner
Walker
*Wallace
Wallace
Webster
Webster
Wells
*Whitehouse
Wilson
*Woods
*Zeeman

First name
Diana
Fiona
Daniel
Elizabeth
John
Howard
Gary
Veronica
Ken
Jill
Bill
Ian
Suzanne
Debra
John
Tricia
Ann
Beth
Di
Timothy
Earnest
Mike
Ruth
Rosalind
Veena
David
Ainstie
Jenny
David
Marge
Jill
Chris
Claudette
Gill
Jayne
Mike
Anne

Presidential year

CM

CM
CM
CM, PHF, PP, HM
PHF
CM, PP

PHF, PP
CM
HM
PHF
PHF

1997/1998
1994/1995

2005/2006

CM, PHF
CM
HM
PP, PHFS
CM
PP, PHF

2004/2005
2009/2010

* Current Members

HM : Honorary Members

CM: Charter Member

PHF: Paul Harris Fellows

PHFS: Paul Harris Fellow Sapphire

PP: Past President
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Appendix 2
Donations/Charities financially supported over the last 10 years (as at Feb 2013)
Community Development and Support
Tasmanian Migrant Resource Centre
Tasmanian Botanical Gardens Metro Bus Shelter
Salvation Army (Tasmania)
Tasmania Day Activities
Hobart Legacy Kitchen
Hobart Scouts
Ronald MacDonald House
Save the Devil
ABC Giving Tree
Freedom Wheels Bicycle
Miscellaneous donations
Lifeline

$2326
$962
$1000
$1884
$500
$220
$1513
$250
$100
$1500
$100
$50
total $10,405

Health and Disability
Australian Cancer Research/Prevention/Cancer Council
Medical Emergency Booklets
Leukaemia Foundation
Australian Rotary Health Research Foundation
Royal Hobart Hospital
ROMAC
Sailability

$3777
$250
$50
$3000
$2300
$500
$2000
total $11,877

Youth Development and Education
Siemens Science Experience
National Youth Science Forum
Model United Nations Assembly
Local education projects
Rotary International Youth Exchange
Rotary Youth Leadership Training (Tasmania)
Rotary Youth Program of Enrichment (Tasmania)
Student School Awards
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$500
$11,745
$2420
$1900
$9836
$2015
$7860
$3275
total $39,551
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Australian Charities and Appeals
Australian Drought Relief
Tasmanian Bushfire Appeal
Victorian Bush Fire Appeal
Pakistan Flood Relief
Queensland Flood Relief
Christchurch Earthquake Appeal
AHR Great Australian Bike Ride

$1000
$500
$10,052
$1,500
$13,980
$2,000
$500
total $29,532

International Projects
Polio Plus
Rotahomes Fiji
Rotary Against Malaria
Rotary Australia World Community Service
Rotary Foundation (international projects)
Rotary International GSE (vocational program)
Shelter Box Disaster Aid (overseas tents etc.)
Nepal Eye Clinic
Wheelchairs to China
Micro Loans

$6200
$13,752
$645
$7,254
$31,085
$5331
$7,200
$1462
$250
$1,500
total $74,679

Total money donated over the past 10 years to February 2013 is approximately $166,044.
NB It has been necessary to have a February end date in order to complete this report in time for the
20th birthday celebrations.
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